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Is responsible banking an oxymoron?

The UN's work with the banking sector since 1992 to integrate sustainability 
and climate considerations into financial practice. 

Canadian Club of Rome, Zoom 2021-05-05



Why is the US acting now ?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qvnMoNrcSLk
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Financial sector at the service of 
people and planet

1. Sustainability Risks identification and Disclosures 
2. Sustainability Impact identification and management

3. Aligning portfolio/institution with societal needs



Key Concepts: Materiality
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Firm

People and Planet

EU: Double Materiality
WEF: Dynamic Materiality



Key Concepts: Time Horizons

Eric’s bank account or home mortgage 35yrs+

Ontario Teachers Pension Plan infrastructure investment 30yrs+

RBC underwriting of Saudi Aramco IPO, days to weeks

High frequency trading, nano-seconds

Bank of Montreal Corporate 
Finance to Bombardier, 3-5 yrs

2015, Paris Agreement ‘Stabilise climate by end of century …

2019, UN Climate Summit focused efforts on Net Zero by 2050

2020, Boris Johnson phasing out IC cars by 2035

2021, Trudeau announces 40-45% emissions reduction by 2030

Mark Carney’s Tragedy of Horizon solved?



Short history of responsible banking

i. 16th Century Italy – Catholic church set ethical guidelines for banking

ii. 18th Century – Credit unions / Cooperative banks (Desjardins Group)

iii. 1980s US Superfund law on lender liability

• banks est. environmental risk mgt systems

iv. 1992 UNEP Finance Initiative established
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Short history of responsible banking (cont.)

v. 2005 Freshfields report - investors could consider 
environmental, social and governance issues in investment 
decisions

vi. 2006 Principles for Responsible Investment launched

• Today 4000 signatories, 80% of institutional investors

vii. 2007/8 Global Financial Crisis – banks lose social trust

viii. 2015 Sustainable Development Goals / Paris Climate Agreement
• Mark Carney Taskforce on Climate Related Financial Disclosures

• Green financing takes off

ix. 2019 Principles for Responsible Banking / UN Net Zero Focus

x. 2021 Net Zero Banking Alliance
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Principles for Responsible Banking

http://webtv.un.org/watch/ant%C3%B3nio-guterres-un-secretary-general-at-the-official-signing-and-global-launch-of-the-principles-for-responsible-banking/6088512973001/?term=
http://webtv.un.org/watch/official-signing-and-global-launch-of-the-principles-for-responsible-banking/6088511285001/?term=


Principles for Responsible Banking

Principle 1, Alignment: We will align our business strategy to be consistent with and contribute to 
individuals’ needs and society’s goals, as expressed in the Sustainable Development Goals, the Paris 
Climate Agreement and relevant national and regional frameworks. 



223 Signatories | 68 Countries

USD 57 trillion in assets

Approx. 40% of the global banking industry 
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Top 10 banks across regions

Principles for Responsible Banking
Signatories



Three key steps to effective implementation of the Principles, and to enabling bank to 
continuously improve its impact and contribution to society:
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Principles for Responsible Banking
Implementation



Step 1: Impact analysis
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Impact analysis should:
Cover core business areas

▪ Take into account:

− Scale of bank’s activities regarding specific industries, technologies and geographies

− Context, i.e. most relevant priorities in countries/regions in which bank operates

− Scale and intensity/salience of impacts identified

➢ Based on this analysis, identify strategic business opportunities to increase positive and 
decrease negative impacts

Impact Analysis Guidance and Tools

• Guidance on Impact Analysis - detailed explanations how to undertake impact analysis

• Portfolio Impact Analysis Tool guides banks through analysis of their portfolios. 

https://www.unepfi.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/Guidance_Document_Impact_Analysis.pdf
https://www.unepfi.org/banking/bankingprinciples/impact-analysis-guidance-and-tool/


Step 2: Target setting 
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Set and publish ambitious targets:

Minimum of two targets addressing bank’s most significant positive and negative impacts.

▪ Targets drive alignment with appropriate Sustainable Development Goals, the goals of 
the Paris Agreement, relevant national frameworks

▪ Specific, measurable, achievable, relevant and time-bound (SMART)

Implement business strategy to meet targets: 

▪ Set milestones, define and implement actions to meet the targets

▪ Measure and monitor progress and put in place governance and oversight structure

Target Setting Guidance

▪ Guidance on Gender Equality Target Setting for embedding gender-sensitive practices and 

processes across banking organizations.

• Forthcoming: Biodiversity Target Setting (May 2021); Financial Inclusion Target Setting (May 

2021); Standards for Net Zero Portfolios (April 2021); Resource Efficiency Target Setting 

(Work to start in April 2021) 

https://www.unepfi.org/banking/bankingprinciples/resources-for-implementation/guidance-on-gender-equality/


Step 3: Accountability
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Transparency and Reporting: 

▪ Report on PRB implementation, incl. targets set and progress made

▪ No need to produce an additional report for the Principles for Responsible Banking. 
Include the required information in existing public reporting

Self-Assessment and Assurance: 

▪ Provide self-assessment of progress

▪ Undergo third party assurance of self-assessment
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Principles for Responsible Banking

The Principles and Framework Documents

• Principles for Responsible Banking Signature Document (click here)

• Key Steps for implementing the Principles (click here)

• Reporting and Self-Assessment Template (click here)

PRB webpage (click here)

List of Signatories to the Principles for Responsible Banking and reporting 
(click here)

Example Target Setting Initiative

Net Zero Banking Alliance

https://www.unepfi.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/FINAL-PRB-Signature-Document-2-Interactive-22-07-19.pdf
https://www.unepfi.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2019/07/Key-Steps-to-be-Implemented-by-Signatories.pdf
https://www.unepfi.org/prb-reporting-and-self-assessment-template/
https://www.unepfi.org/banking/bankingprinciples/
https://www.unepfi.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2021/02/PRB_Signatories_0802.pdf
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Net-Zero Banking Alliance
21 April 2021 Launched by 43 founding banks from 23 countries, US$28.5 trillion in assets

Principles for Responsible Banking
Example Target Setting Initiative
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Net-Zero Banking Alliance

Commitment Statement signed by bank's CEO. 

Signatories commit to:

▪ Transition operational and attributable GHG emissions to align 

with pathways to net-zero by 2050 or sooner.

▪ Within 18 months, set 2030 target for sectors of most impact, ie. most GHG-

intensive sectors, with further sectors covered within 36 months.

▪ Annually publish emissions in line with best practice and within a year of setting 

targets, disclose progress against board-level reviewed transition strategy.

▪ Take a robust approach to the role of offsets in transition plans.

https://www.unepfi.org/wordpress/wp-content/uploads/2021/04/UNEP-FI-NZBA-Commitment-Statement.pdf
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Net-Zero Banking Alliance

Commitment underpinned by Guidelines for Climate Target Setting 

for Banks that outline four principles for target-setting:

1. Banks shall set and disclose long-term and intermediate targets 

to support meeting the temperature goals of the Paris Agreement.

2. Banks shall establish an emissions baseline and annually measure and report 

emissions profile of their lending portfolios and investment activities.

3. Banks shall use widely accepted science-based scenarios to set both long-term 

and intermediate targets aligned with the temperature goals of Paris Agreement.

4. Banks shall regularly review targets to ensure consistency with climate science.

https://7f0f76c0.sibforms.com/serve/MUIEAAZdvrZ_D_V0MF4mWsjly_cLGGi2Mt1m8itEu7CUJQ1fDFCylNHQV8wvJD3xotQCC8JGpK_NlQVNlg16lkroK2YuPry-bz_kfZw6PA-_RrrFiXVSQLLsUYXzzynDf0Rmt0huf69yiWPdy_v7TXdKpRQqJFv_SmDcDO8kFaBFMxFInTJ4MCo06w5ql0zqoX9K6_XXnbxbgmKD
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Net-Zero Banking Alliance

NGO Concerns

1. NZBA silent on phase-out of fossil fuels

Response: NZBA banks must set targets for coal, oil, gas and electricity sectors in line with 
1.5C scenario that does not rely heavily on negative emissions technologies.

- Once targets set, can’t finance fossil fuels inconsistent with this trajectory.

2. NZBA banks take too long to set targets and deliver results

Response: Banks starting out on this journey require 12-18 months to set targets. 

- Decarbonising some portfolios (e.g., home mortgages) will be slow.

3. NZBA does not require banks to set targets on underwriting activities

Response: Underwriting will be considered in the next review of the Guidelines.

- Currently no accepted method for carbon accounting of capital markets 
underwriting
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Final Considerations

1. Banks are profit seeking but need to have purpose 

2. Properly regulated, banks play central economic role

3. Relationship between public and private sector evolving

4. Voluntary actions important, but will often result in regulatory action 

rather than in lieu of it.

Is responsible banking an oxymoron ???
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Thank You !


